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1 Motivation

The rapid development in the crypto-asset sector of economy within the last two years has
opened a large number of opportunities. It did not only lead to a new, reliable and independent
ecosystem of money transfers, but also provided e�cient and creative alternatives to classical
economics. For example, initial coin o↵erings (ITOs) that appeared just several months ago are
now a brand-new and successful way of funding, which makes starting a real-world business from
a breakthrough idea easier than it ever was before. Comparing 2016 with the first three quarters
of 2017, the number of ITOs went up more than 3 times to 154 and the volume invested soared
more than 20 times to more than $2 billion [1].

The crypto-market volume (in terms of capitalization and transaction volume) continues to
grow, without showing almost any signs of slowdown, and when the market faces obstacles, it
immediately finds new ways of overcoming them. The reasons for that come from popularity of
the new market, and the fact that the community it represents is highly diversified in terms of
skills and ideas. These trends are indicated by:

• Rapid development rates of the crypto-market. In just a few years the development rate of
the crypto-market has increased significantly and its capitalization today is more than 700
billion dollars [2]. One can see from historical data how the capitalization of the Bitcoin
market has grown and how the price of one Bitcoin has increased (see Fig. 1) [3].

Figure 1: Bitcoin market capitalization trend (left); Bitcoin market price trend (right).

• Increase in the number of crypto-assets for value storage. Today there are more than 1300
crypto-assets in the world, and the number of new crypto-assets is growing by more than
3 times a year [7].

• Availability of a large number of data sources for the extensive market analysis: the same
currency pair can be traded at the same time on a multitude of exchanges. The number
and the volume of transactions is growing fast. For example, in 2016, the number of
transactions with Ethereum was estimated to be about 50 thousand per day, whereas
today it is more than 300 thousand (see Fig. 2) [4].
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Figure 2: Ethereum transaction trend.

The volume of transactions with Bitcoin a year ago amounted to about $ 160 million a
day, and today more $ 4.6 billion a day (see Fig. 3) [5].

Figure 3: Transaction volume of Bitcoin in USD per day.

• Strong interest from banks and other major financial institutions such as MasterCard.
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ (the largest bank in Japan), the Central Bank of Canada,
the People’s Bank of China and some other central banks have reported an intention to
issue their own crypto-assets in the near future. Even Goldman Sachs received a patent
for the settlement and clearing system SETLcoin based on their own crypto-asset.

However even with such impressive terms of growth, the crypto-market is still not e�cient.
The evaluation of the market shows significant volatility (big jumps in value can occur in short
periods of time), which can be attributed to a lack of knowledge and methods for the correct
estimation of its value. Due to the above mentioned factors on the market, where moves of
more than 20 % or more per day are not uncommon (such behavior has been clearly observed
during December 2017). Therefore, there exists the urgent need for the transparency to insure
more accurate forecasting algorithms ( e. g. gold volatility is about 1.2 %, whereas for major
currencies it is from 0.5 % to 1 %), which can also take into account non-quantitative factors
a↵ecting the market’s movement (such as news, social media and etc.).
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At the same time, high volatility also means high potential profits and, hence, the strong interest
from retail investors, who are willing to take on the accompanied risks. For example, just in the
first two quarters of 2017 prices of Ethereum and Bitcoin in dollars have increased by 3500 %
and 165 % respectively (see Fig. 4) [6].

Figure 4: Performance in 2017 for the top 2 digital currencies versus traditional assets.

Due to this instability, newcomers may be hesitant to join the market as they prefer to avoid
such risks. However, the inflow of new participants is vital to the growth and stabilization of this
sector. This is especially important nowadays when old methods, such as quantitative easing
and tightening and fiat monetary policies, are not e�cient in helping the growth of the global
economy. In the other hands the new ways of crowd-funding has opened the new world of oppor-
tunities for growth. For example, the more stable the market is, the more people are attracted
to join it as means of investing their money into projects that seeking crowd-funding via ITOs.
The world has seen some successful companies initiated through crowd-funding and now their
services are appreciated all over the globe. On the other hand, if the market is more e�cient,
it means that ITOs can be priced more fairly, which further helps analyzing their success and
will later lead to easier assessment of which projects to support. For this reason, at CRYPTICS
we believe that stabilizing the crypto-markets and making them more e�cient will attract more
people for mutual benefit.

One way to tackle the problem of the market e�ciency is to provide support for those market
participants, who take the risk of drastic changes on the market and provide liquidity on ex-
changes and a safety cushion for retail investors. We believe in the power of diversification and
healthy competition, so we envision a platform where such traders can provide their services
and evolve in order to solve the market stability problem together. However, it takes a specific
in-depth knowledge and years of experience in order to get full understanding of the technology
and trends in any new markets. Qualified specialists in the crypto-asset trading field are only
starting to appear and their approach is often somewhat scattered and can be more systematic,
which makes it challenging for them to form reliable predictions. We at CRYPTICS plan to help
with this by advancing forecast algorithms which can be further used for trading crypto-assets.
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2 Concept

By summarizing the previous section we can formulate the problem which has to be tackled and
the solution which CRYPTICS provides:

Problem: E�cient and stable markets are profitable for everyone, it is proven in conventional
markets. Crypto-assets have made an important step towards becoming a new economy, in
particular by providing better means of financing entrepreneurial projects. The markets in
crypto-assets are of great interest to all market participants, however the lack of stability pre-
vents these markets from reaching their full potential and threatens to impose regulations onto
them. Stability can be provided by traders and investors who post liquidity, but in these new
markets, traders are more cautious of taking liquidity risks, due to a lack of reliable forecast
models and understanding of market dynamics.

Solution: We believe in diversification and healthy competition, so our global goal is to increase
the safety and reliability of crypto-markets through the implementation of these principles.
CRYPTICS is going to achieve this goal, providing transparency and understanding of inner
mechanics to traders, investors and traders, and a platform, which connects all of them to each
other and to the science community. As a result, miners will be able to decide on which crypto-
assets they need to focus their resources, traders will be able to get more leverage by providing
their services to the CRYPTICS community and investors will get e↵ective tools for short-term
and mid-term investment options.
The concept is depicted on Fig. 5 and outlined below.

Figure 5: CRYPTICS concept visualization.

CRYPTICS platform combines 4 modules in such a way that all facets of the issues described
above are tackled in an integrated manner. It includes: forecasting engine, auto-trading engine,
fund infrastructure, integration with research and academic community.
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Forecast

As a first step we shall finalize the CRYPTICS algorithm that is focused on predicting changes in
the valuation of crypto-assets (including the ITO tokens) both with respect to the fiat currencies
and to each other. Due to the fact that crypto-markets are very new, the factors that drive prices
are coming from very di↵erent sources, so the algorithm uses the method of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) such as Machine Learning (ML), and specifically Deep Learning (DL), in order to combine
quantitative (e.g. prices) and non-quantitative (e.g. news) data to come with a stable and
reliable prediction. The collection of data and its processing is done real-time, and leads to
predictions time horizons ranging from minutes to days. These predictions can be used by any
customer of the CRYPTICS platform either for private purposes (personal investments), or for
building a trading strategy and create a fund on CRYPTICS platform.

Auto-trading module

CRYPTICS auto-trading module o↵ers immediate execution of the forecasts on the crypto-asset
exchanges of customers’ choice. It also includes a constructor of trading strategies where CRYP-
TICS newcomers can quickly get acquainted with CRYPTICS services and combine them in the
profitable trading strategy. Auto-trading engine has an integrated stop-loss option that gives
customers another layer of security and allows to CRYPTICS users to adjust key trading settings
such as crypto-asset that is up for trade, trade-pair, value of each trade, frequency of execution
and a risk profile.

To avoid any doubts, the auto-trading module does not constitute any organised trading
facility. It is meant to be o↵ered to the customers as software-as-a-service (SAAS) where the
clients are in position to use the trading module in whatever way they like. The auto-trading
module is not intended to operate as an exchange, but rather be the “prolonged arm” of the
customers. At no time the settings can be overruled by the CRYPTICS .

Funds

At CRYPTICS we plan to bridge the gap between the knowledge and capital by providing traders
with an opportunity to run their strategies on the CRYPTICS platform. CRYPTICS platform will
be connected via API to diverse crypto-exchanges. CRYPTICS will invest in robust and stable
infrastructure to ensure fast and stable connectivity to the market. Namely, as a customer,
you can both buy a forecast to make your personal acquisition of a particular crypto-asset, and
follow a diversified strategy developed by one of the traders. This trader will hence build his
own private fund, and act as a fund and portfolio manager for those who supported him with
their capital. At CRYPTICS we welcome any kinds of trading strategies: their profitability and
risk profiles (Sharpe ratio, draw-down, tail risk etc.) will be outlined for the customers to choose
from. Yet, since we particularly value stability of markets and believe that liquidity provision is
vital for that, the strategies that have this focus will get benefits from our side. The customers
of CRYPTICS platform will be able to let the auto-trading bot execute the forecasts. However
the execution will be based on individual risk profile of every single customer. CRYPTICS will
be providing recommendations and all necessary tools to support decision making.

Research

The CRYPTICS team is committed to mutually beneficial cooperation with the scientific com-
munity. This will help us quickly implement breakthrough developments in order to improve
our service, and representatives from academia will be able to receive our support in various
forms. We assume that it could be training programs for students, joint activities for experience
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exchange, partnership programs of a non-commercial nature and competitions. In particular, we
plan to organize contests dedicated to tackle practical AI and Data challenges. We will reward
best solutions, both closed and open-source. Apart from that, CRYPTICS is considering the
creation of a non-profit platform for academic community to share knowledge and experience
through free webinars, courses, etc.

Conclusion: Analysis of the market which we provide in the corresponding section shows the
absence of a similar analytical platform in the market of crypto-assets. Along with the usual
services of providing historical data and short-term forecasts based exclusively on such data,
CRYPTICS o↵ers a number of qualitative di↵erences and advantages:

• The forecasts of other platforms are often short-term, and hence are used to manage private
funds, rather than to provide information to a wider range of users.

• Other platforms mostly take into account only quantitative market data, while the CRYP-
TICS platform takes into account data from several important sources including social
networks, macroeconomic indicators, opinions of leading analysts, etc.

• CRYPTICS will not only have a leading team of data scientists with strong AI skills, but will
also provide a platform for contests, where academics can try tackling practical problems
in ML and DL within the fast developing and challenging area of crypto-assets.

• CRYPTICS will provide its trader customers with an infrastructure for the decentralized
creation of private funds.

3 Financial structure

The CRYPTICS utility token will be released on the basis of ERC20, Ethereum token standard.
It can be purchased for ETH or BTC during the Token Sale. It is possible that we will consider
accepting other crypto-currencies. CRYPTICS utility token will be used for internal transactions
between all parties inside the CRYPTICS platform. For example, CRYPTICS token owner can
exchange it for a forecast subscription. Since CRYPTICS profit will depend on the profit of
our customers, we are interested in providing our clients with the most reliable predictions. In
addition, CRYPTICS token will be used by traders to operate their private funds on our platform.
It is important to mention that CRYPTICS will not have its own fund in order to avoid conflict
of interest with clients. Instead CRYPTICS o↵ers free usage of analytical data (quantitative
and non-quantitative) and paid forecast services to create the best possible environment for
CRYPTICS customers.

CRYPTICS monetization concept

CRYPTICS revenue is going to be based on two main sources of income as shown in Fig. 6:

• In the beginning the revenue is going to be mostly coming from the CRYPTICS forecast
engine. The forecasts will be provided as a subscription service, priced on their accuracy,
time horizon, number of currencies.

• At a later stage, with attraction of fund managers and traders to the CRYPTICS platform,
a new revenue stream will come from fund managers, as a small percentage over their
profits and/or turnover.
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Figure 6: Monetization structure.

Figure 7: Revenue forecast.

CRYPTICS is expecting to reach the amount of 88.000 users by the year 2021 with an average
revenue per user (ARPU) of 1.084 $. The CRYPTICS revenue forecast is represented on Fig. 7

There are three areas of monetization forecasted for the year 2021:

• Platform revenues (basic and premium) 94% ⇡ 90.000.000 $

• Advertising revenues 5% ⇡ 5.000.000 $

• Closed funds infrastructure revenues 1% ⇡ 1.000.000 $
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Token Production

Fund-raising and release of CRYPTICS utility tokens is intended to finance the development of
the platform and to attract the best talent to make the product as reliable as possible. A part
of funds will be used for marketing e↵orts and advertising the project. CRYPTICS token will be
used to pay for any services that the platform has. Since those services are provided in layers
(forecasting system, AI community collaboration, private funds platform etc.), raising close to
hard cap only means that CRYPTICS will be able to launch faster all of them. Raising a smaller
amount will still enable CRYPTICS to launch the services one by one, only the development time
is going to take longer. For this reason, we do not introduce a soft cap. Any amount raised will
directed at product development.
The ITO will start during second quarter of 2018. A total of 66.000.000 CRYPTICS tokens will
be provided. The cost of 1 CRYPTICS token is estimated to be 0,001 ETH.
The token distribution and the planned budget allocation are presented in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Token distribution (left); Budget allocation (right)

Tokenomics

Here we describe the usability of CRYPTICS tokens and platform economy. CRYPTICS tokens
will be used as a reward for various acts of development, research and distribution of information.
For example, we will reward opening successful trading strategies, sharing useful information
with the community, improvement of forecasting algorithms and so on.
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4 Platform model

CRYPTICS customers will be able to develop, implement and back-test their trading strategies.
Additionally CRYPTICS platform will o↵er three major features: analytics, forecasting and
fund infrastructure. The holders of CRYPTICS tokens will have possibility of using all available
features presented in the platform, depending of their needs. We describe the main characteristics
of CRYPTICS trading platform below.

Analysis

The analytical component of the CRYPTICS platform has the following characteristics:

• Key factors will be collected from multiple data sources, and provide an optimal number
of quantitative indicators to evaluate the crypto-assets elected by a customer.

• The provided data shown by indices with the probability of influence on the market and
on separately selected crypto-assets. In other words, the user gets aggregated data with
maximum insights.

• Global indicators, such as total market capitalization, number of current coins available
for bidding, number of active markets, total sales volume and the percentage of market
capitalization for selected crypto-assets, are meaningfully tied to the events and moods
of market players: users, traders, crypto-asset holders, miners and developers of crypto-
assets. Thus, the system provides the user with not just raw numbers, but the history and
meaning of events associated with them

• In the user’s account, the user will see the results of trading and the e�ciency of forecasts,
as well as what data was used to compile manual, semi-automatic and automatic portfolio
transactions for the selected period.

Forecasting

The unique feature CRYPTICS will provide is a set of reliable forecasts developed by CRYPTICS

team of data scientists. The system could be used by our client in their strategies. Besides
relying on quantitative market data for forecasts, CRYPTICS also uses non-quantitative data
from selected lists of news sources and social networks accounts to estimate the market sen-
timent, which is of extreme importance not only for the most of altcoins, but also for some
main currencies. CRYPTICS forecast engine outline is depicted in Fig. 9 and it has the following
characteristics:

• Sales forecasting charts for the selected crypto-asset in a convenient time frame, taking
into account the user’s settings for the trading strategy (budget, risks, correlation, trading
frequency, etc.).

• The forecast of changes of the main market indicators for the selected crypto-asset is built
on a stream of data from the entire market and represents a powerful and reliable tool for
constructing an individual portfolio of crypto-asset for trading or crypto-asset acquisition
purposes. To distinguish media noise from key events and interpret them in the context
of changing courses, building reliable forecasts for the interest of each CRYPTICS user is
one of the main tasks of the project.

• The quality of forecasting grows with every forecast, transaction, any signal on the mar-
ket and in the community due to the built-in machine learning algorithm that collects
information and compares it with previous forecasts.
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Figure 9: CRYPTICS forecast engine outline.

• CRYPTICS develops algorithms to predict changes in the value of crypto-assets:

– Current state: for 24h horizon the average accuracy 62% over major crypto-assets
including BTC, ETH, LTC and etc. (higher for some crypto-assets, e.g. 82% for
ETH)

– In the pipeline: predictions for shorter time horizons to provide the aid for high-
frequency traders.

– Methods used: machine learning and deep learning to combine quantitative (e.g.
prices) and non-quantitative (e.g. news) data

Since the beginning of October 2017, CRYPTICS has been posting daily forecasts on our cor-
porate web-page https://cryptics.tech/, in order to demonstrate reliability and transparency of
CRYPTICS unique feature to our potential customers and token holders. An example of a daily
forecast is presented in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: CRYPTICS daily forecast.
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Funds

CRYPTICS is not going to create its own fund, due to the potential conflict of interests with our
clients. Instead we will o↵er to our users:

• The possibility of creating private funds, to get capital support from other token holders,
and manage these funds or just their own portfolio in order to increase profits.

• Each user can publicly open his portfolio, as well as share it with other users, while earning
a percentage of the profits from transactions made within this portfolio as a reward.

• Each user will have a set of predefined portfolios that will automatically hold key indicators
through analytics and forecasts in real time.

• CRYPTICS provides its users with an infrastructure for the decentralized creation of private
funds. Management of these funds will be in a semi- or automatic mode, taking advantage
of all the features of the analytical platform, including forecasts built on the AI algorithms
of the system.

MVP

CRYPTICS has already released its minimum viable product (MVP), which o↵ers necessary
instruments for alleviating the situation with uncertainty and becoming a functional product
on the crypto-market. CRYPTICS maintains the concept of supporting market participants by
providing liquidity on exchanges and a safety cushion for retail investors by creating a platform
that connects market players and develops algorithms to predict changes in the value of crypto-
assets. The CRYPTICS MVP demonstrates a fully functional dashboard for users and already
highlights the main advantages of the system and its main competitive factors:

• High frequency trading forecast, intra-day and day-to-day forecasts with high accuracy
and a profit & loss calculator. The example of the hourly forecast is presented in Fig. 11

Figure 11: CRYPTICS hourly forecast.
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• Social media analysis for the forecast engine, allowing the program to analyze data flows
from the internet, pinpointing key terms and evaluating them on a complex scoring model
using machine learning and AI.

• The analytical part is a key element of the CRYPTICS system as experience indicates that
crypto-asset value are largely formed by hype, social behavior and speculative factors that
propagate in a viral manner throughout the internet.

• Technical analysis is also integrated into CRYPTICS algorithms as AI forecasts indicators
such as RSI, MACD, Bollinger bands, Ichimoku, SMA, EMA and etc.

The CRYPTICS MVP dashboard allows for intuitive and user-friendly selection of primary and
secondary assets, exchange facilities and allocation of overall trading budgets. After the initial
setup, the system allows receiving forecasts graphically and the inbuilt bot conducts trades
according to the selected strategy. The statistics calculator allows depicting the number of
accurate and inaccurate forecasts in conjunction with the social module, which shows influence
of social signals on a particular currency and the chosen strategy (see Fig.12). Video presentation
is available on our YouTube channel: https://youtu.be/INMF-WXg9E4.

Figure 12: CRYPTICS crypto news explorer.

The release of CRYPTICS MVP is a milestone for the project and allows all potential trades
and investors the opportunity to evaluate the e�ciency and functionality of the fully operational
product that does not have any real competitors or analogues of complexity and e�ciency on
the market.
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Platform architecture

CRYPTICS platform consists of di↵erent modules, responsible for prescribed tasks (described be-
low), which combined represent the unique product. The CRYPTICS model platform is schemat-
ically presented in Fig. 13.

Figure 13: CRYPTICS platform model.

Data collection

The first task of CRYPTICS is to collect real-time data that a↵ect the crypto-market or contain
information about its current and forthcoming changes. The main sources of data collection are
as follows:

• crypto-asset exchanges

• O�cial crypto-asset websites

• News portals, forums, related social network accounts and messenger groups

• Actions of the best traders and fund managers
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Data Storage

The collected and marked data will be stored in the data lake. The task here is to organize the
repository in such a way as to make it possible to repeatedly update information in real time,
append features, train and tune the model. We are going to use here some of best databases
available to achieve this goal.

Feature Engineering and Data preprocessing

The most complicated, and at the same time, the most important part of our model. Therefore,
CRYPTICS will use a variety of input sources and financial and quantitative models to calculate
features and extract features from news. This is our know how where we select, extract, clean,
transform data into features that summarize the information content necessary for pricing, and
finally create tensor for our model.

Prediction model

The CRYPTICS model will generate forecasts for di↵erent time periods based on aforementioned
sources. The outcome will be a predicted probability of the move direction and the expected
value of its size, together with the accuracy estimates. The comprehensiveness of the input data
and the predictions is one of the main advantages of using CRYPTICS , in contrast to a simple
analysis of one or more data sources, or existing information panels. On a cold start, we can
already guarantee a prediction accuracy of 64% one day ahead, which we are aiming to improve
up until 75% for the hot start.

Platform visualization

Here we present the CRYPTICS landing dashboard prototype Fig. 14, the first which CRYPTICS

customers will see after login in the account. The most important values are visible right here
– trading bot results, development of clients’ portfolios, and the watch-list with favorite coins,
which can be selected in the client’s profile.

Figure 14: CRYPTICS landing page
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The next ones are trading dashboard Fig. 15 and the optimization dashboard Fig 16 that feature
the key principles of a client’s project – the ability to trade and optimize your portfolio directly
within CRYPTICS user interface and with the help of our AI.

Figure 15: CRYPTICS trading dashboard

Figure 16: CRYPTICS optimization dashboard
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5 Analysis of competitors

Here we present the CRYPTICS comparison to other trading platforms and fund infrastructure.
First we compare main goals and basic concepts in the table below.

Company Main goal Basic concept
CRYPTICS Increase safety and reliability of crypto-

markets by providing a support for
market participants, who take the risk
of drastic changes on the market and
provide liquidity on exchanges and a
safety cushion for the retail investors
by increasing transparency and under-
standing of crypto-markets.

Investment platform which provides
traders with an opportunity to run
their strategies using provided fore-
casts based on both quantitative and
non-quantitative data and for non-
developers to follow into the most suc-
cessful strategies.

Genesis Unite exchanges brokers trades and in-
vestors into a decentralized open and
fair network in the private trust man-
agement market built on blockchain.

Trust management platform, where the
actions of managers brokers and in-
vestors are transparent and open. Each
manager has his own crypto-asset.

Tokenbox Bring together crypto-asset funds under
the management of professional port-
folio managers and traders on the one
hand and investors on the other

Umbrella platform hosting funds and
traders in a market place format and
providing legal incorporation function-
ality for the creation of funds to issue of
their own tokens and trading activities

Coindash Lower the bridge of entry to crypto-
investment markets by providing tools
and services that make interacting han-
dling and trading crypto-assets accessi-
ble to everyone

Market network, employing the best of
marketplaces, social network ans SaaS
to address the needs of tomorrow’s
crypto-investors, which result a social
network of investors and traders.

AICOIN Bridge the divide between a conven-
tional trading/investment company and
a DAO without formal structure.

Passive investment platform that uses
a strategy combining AI trading mod-
els with Wisdom of the Crowd to gener-
ate profit for coin holders. The part of
profit generated from AI models will be
invested in early stage seed companies.

Cindicator Create the social and technological in-
frastructure needed to make e↵ective
decisions under the volatile conditions.

Portfolio based on the hybrid intelli-
gence: collective intelligence of a large
group of dissimilar decentralized an-
alysts combined with AI prediction
based on analytical data.

NumerAI Improve networking on financial mar-
ket by solving over-fitting problem in
machine learning algorithm applied to
financial problem.

Data scientists compete in the tourna-
ment by staking a new crypto-token on
their prediction. Best predictions are
rewarded based on auction mechanism.

ICONOMI Cater to investors looking for a high
profits not possible in the old economy.

Open fund management platform where
traders with experience create their
own investment funds and investors can
invest in those fund. Also o↵ers two
new financial instruments ICONOMI
trade fund and coin manager fund.

Enigma:Catalyst Create a decentralized open and se-
cure protocol for the web that is set to
change how data is aggregated shared
and monetized. As an application is to
increase the adoption of crypto-assets
by building a tool that makes easier to
make educated investment decisions.

Investment platform that allows anyone
to build their own crypto-hedge fund
using Enigma data marketplace proto-
col. Non-developers can invest in suc-
cessful strategies.
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Next we compare the main features of the competitive products.

Company
Fund

infrastructure
Trade

algorithm
Data usage AI-forecast

CRYPTICS yes yes
quantitative (e.g. prices)

non-quantitative (e.g. news)
HFT, intraday

daily
Genesis yes no – no
Tokenbox yes no – no

Coindash yes yes
quantitative data
social network data

no

AICOIN yes no token holders data no
Cindicator no no token holders data no
NumerAI no no token holders data no
ICONOMI yes no – no

Enigma:Catalyst yes yes
quantitative data based
on Enigma protocol

no

Here we can split our competitors into two di↵erent types:

• The first group (NumerAI, Cindicator, ICONOMI and AICOIN) uses the idea of collective
thinking and apply it to create the their own investment funds. They collect the forecasting
data produced by their clients using tournament or/and auction systems of rewards and
and then use these data in their AI modelling for investments.

• The second group is more diverse. It consists of companies, which make it possible for
clients to create their own products and crypto-asset(Genesis, Tokenbox), combine idea of
marketplace and social network (Coindash) and use trading platform as an application for
innovative data protocol (Enigma: Catalyst).

By summarizing the above, we can highlight major aspects of CRYPTICS in comparison to other
platforms on the market, which make CRYPTICS to stand out:

• First of all, this is the core of the CRYPTICS : AI oracle with publicly available forecast
accuracy. Our neural network is constantly improving, so the accuracy of forecasts is
constantly growing.

• CRYPTICS profits when its clients profit. That is why CRYPTICS o↵ers analytical data for
reliable forecasts, based not only on quantitative data but also on non-quantitative one.

• CRYPTICS does not plan to create its own investment fund to prevent the conflict of
interests with our customers, hence making the market more transparent and fair.

• Last but not least, CRYPTICS platform will be suitable for both experienced traders and
newcomers. This means useful tools for the experienced and easy to learn UI for beginners.

Together with the opportunity to create custom trading strategies and private funds the above
features show that CRYPTICS does not just claim to provide liquidity and transparency to the
crypto-market but actually develops the platform which can help to achieve these goals.
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6 Roadmap

Step 1: Concept and Research 2016

• Development of CRYPTICS concept

• Market research

• Feasibility analysis

Step 2: MVP 2017

• Core team hiring

• Development and testing of the mathematical models

• Quantitative and non-quantitative data collection

• First forecasts based on ML&DL

• Introduction of MVP

Step 3: Crowd-sourcing and Production 2018

• Crowd-sourcing campaign

• Further expansion of the team

• AI development for forecast improvements

• Marketing activities all over the world

Step 4: Automatization and Decentralization 2019 - 2020

• Trade bot integration

• Development of the decentralized funds infrastructure

• Automatic portfolio management based on KPI forecasts

• Introducing real-time signals from the media

• Launch of the decentralized funds managed by CRYPTICS users
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7 Team

The CRYPTICS team has more than 15 years of experience in the field of analytics and IT
technologies, experience in working with Big Data and fintech technologies, as well as 4 years of
machine learning experience. General team of the project - 10 people. Key team members:

Stanislav Maer, CEO, Projectmanagement, IT & Marketing.

Stanislav has created and launched a number of on-line projects, including a contextual

advertising system, an international marketplace, and an analytical tool for web-masters

with built-in machine learning. Has experience in building IT projects and their intro-

duction to the market in more than 45 countries around the world. Has more than 5

years of experience in on-line marketing and data analytics in retail. After that, several

on-line stores were launched. Interest in blockchain and crypto-asset technologies arose

in 2013. In 2016, sold the portfolio of on-line stores, and focused on the CRYPTICS

project

Oleg Tereshchenko, CEO, Strategic & Process Management.

Since 2011, he has created and launched a number of on-line projects, among them a

task manager, an analytical tool for web-masters with built-in machine learning, and a

telemedicine project. Management, optimization and construction of business processes

using IT technology and data analysis led to the field of machine learning and smart

contracts. Interest and study with practical experience of crypto-assets arose in 2012.

In 2016 he focused on the CRYPTICS project.

Maxim Maslennikov, CTO, AI Software Architect.

Programming and managing commercial projects based on C/C++ and Python.

Machine learning & deep learning specialist. For more than 15 years he has been

engaged in the architecture of system centres, for 20 years he advised corporations in

the field of machine learning and IT systems. He participated in numerous projects in

the field of artificial intelligence.

Ilya Tkachev, Head of R&D, Quant Trader.

Since 2008 was trading personally on conventional exchanges, from 2014 professionally,

as a member of the top market maker company. Believes that open and e�cient

markets with a multitude of players provide benefits for the overall economy and

help avoiding too rigid regulation, which is now vital especially for the cryptoe-

conomy. Holds M.Sc. in Financial Mathematics and finishes a PhD in Probability

and Statistics. During the course of his PhD successfully participated and led nu-

merous research projects with applications in Economics, Systems Biology and Robotics.

Yaroslav Khomenko Data scientist, Algorithm Development.

Since 2015 - data analyst in several large on-line projects in the field of retail and ana-

lytics. Worked with Adobe Analytics, Google Data Studio, Watson Analytics, Microsoft

Power BI, Tableau. Data collection via web scraping, used numerous APIs. Experience

in programming and managing automated betting systems in contextual advertising.

Analysis and management of price strategies, development of automatic strategies for

managing the price portfolio. Programming on R and Machine Learning in Python.

Since early 2017 - data scientist in the project CRYPTICS .
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Alexey Voronetsky Financial Analyst, Product Development.

Alexey has experience in setting up advertising campaigns and end-to-end on-line analyt-

ics. Since 2011 he works at the International Integrator Company NetCracker Technol-

ogy Corp. He participated as a business analyst, a migration analyst in implementation

projects for telecommunications companies such as NTT DoCoMo, Deutsche Telekom,

Macedonian Telecom, Claro, Maxis, Andorra Telecom, Telefonica Ecuador. Interest in

blockchain and cryptocurrency technologies appeared in 2015. Since 2016, he has been

starting his hand at trading and is developing in this direction. Has funds in the Trust

Management from several investors. Middle 2017 he has joined the CRYPTICS team.

Dmitry Shcherbakov, Data Scientist. Scientific Research.

Doctor of natural sciences, recently received the doctoral degree in Mathematics (with

focus in Numerical Analysis), holds M. Sc. degree in Financial Mathematics. Dmitry

has participated in numerous international research projects with applications in Applied

Mathematics and Physics. Strong experience in scientific research, tackling complicated

analytical and computational problems. Dmitry supports CRYPTICS as consultant and

advisor.

Andrew Gurar, Fund Infrastructure Manager,Product development

Andrew possess a strong risk-management understanding and trading experience

as well as experience in project management with brokerage and investment funds.

He represents CRYPTICS on media channels as a foreign speaker (YouTube channel

reporter) and delivers best practices from fiat world trading business and legislation

Andrew Konstantin UX Expert, Product Front-end.

Andrew has a strong experience in UX design and product front-end development.

He has participated in a number of on-line projects.

Valeri Hirda Marketing, PPC expert.

Advertising professional specialist. Range experience of working in di↵erent position

gives him an opportunity to be successful in relations within the team and clients.
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Key advisers:

Sergei Holmeckis Advisory, Business Development & Finance.

Supports CRYPTICS as consultant and advisor in the area of business development

and finance. Sergei has track record of delivering international projects in the telecom

industry and brings over 8 years of experience in versatile analytical roles, management

consulting, transformation projects and profound experience in the realm of outsourcing

and shared services.

Stas Oskin Advisory, Project improvement and Technical stability.

Stas Oskin leads the technology strategy and partnerships e↵ort for the WINGS

Foundation, a Swiss non-profit focused on decentralized finance and governance

systems. Stas has over 15 years of extensive experience in engineering, development

and management of software, cloud services, healthcare, video streaming, blockchain,

and social products and services. Stas describes himself as an entrepreneur, Crypto

enthusiast and a Life hacker.

Ofer Rotem Advisory, Platform development, User interaction, Investor relations.

Ofer first invested in Bitcoin & startups in early 2013 and is very active in this

field, with more than 13 startup investments. Ofer’s startup investments are in fields

that empower individuals and decentralize power. His work includes due diligence,

negotiations, interviews, tax optimization, partnership agreements, research and

constant learning and teaching. Ofer is an analytical person, with past experience in

physics, web development and managerial and entrepreneurial positions from an early

age.

Jan Robert Schutte Advisory. Crypto Trading.

Jan Robert Schutte (CEO and Co-founder of CryptoAcademy) has more than 25 years

of trading experience in the derivatives and commodities markets. He was involved

in creating the largest Dutch Brokerage, BinckBank. In 2011, he co-founded OptieA-

cademy that aims to increase the level of knowledge of investors.Jan Robert is a technical

trader/coach who has already coached thousands of investors and especially in Options

and crypto-currency Trading. In 2015 Jan Robert won an investment competition among

1500 participants. In September 2016 Jan Robert was co-founder of an on-line commu-

nity which has now over 6,000 members.

Sebastian Stupurac Advisory.

Co-founder of Wings, a social promotion and smart facilitation platform and one of

the only working DAPPS on the Etherreum blockchain. Previously at Crypti. Vast

experience in decentralized solutions.

Guy Corem Advisory.

Guy Corem is a Software developer who served as an engineer at Voltaire, Broad-

com and Intel. A hacker and entrepreneur with a passion for crypto, Guy has

been an active contributor to the global Bitcoin community, and was CEO of

Spondoolies-Tech, a developer, manufacturer and vendor of state of the art Bitcoin

mining rigs. Currently he is the president of DAGlabs, a company dedicated to the

research and development of DAG protocols for blockchain based projects and platforms.
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8 Legal Disclaimer

The given White Paper document has been formulated to present the CRYPTICS project to
potential participants of the platform and those interested in contributions to its development.
The information set out herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any contractual re-
lationship. Its sole purpose is to provide information to potential Token holders so they may
determine whether they are willing to analyze the company with the intent of acquiring CRYP-

TICS Tokens. No part of the given White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus or
a solicitation for investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an o↵ering or a solicitation of
an o↵er to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. The given document is not composed in ac-
cordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction aimed at protecting
investors. Certain statements, estimates, and financial information contained in the given White
Paper constitute forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements or information
deem risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to di↵er materially from
the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

The given English language White Paper is the primary and sole o�cial source of information
about the CRYPTICS project and its Token launch. The information contained herein may be
translated into other languages or used for establishing written or verbal communication chan-
nels with potential partners or future Token holders. As a result of translation, some information
contained herein may be omitted, corrupted, or misrepresented. In the event of inconsistencies
between any translations or communications and the given o�cial English language White Pa-
per, the provisions of the given English language original document shall hold primary status
and prevail. CRYPTICS platform shall not be used to avoid capital controls of any kind. The
purchase of CRYPTICS Tokens may involve high risks. Please refer to the warning section To-
ken Sale Terms and Conditions (hereinafter known as the Terms) for more information. Before
purchasing any CRYPTICS Tokens, please ensure you comply with the Terms.

Any distribution, public or otherwise of the given document and the o↵er and sale of CRYPTICS
Tokens may be restricted by law in some jurisdictions. Failure to comply with any restrictions
could result in a violation of the law. At the moment, CRYPTICS Tokens have not been registered
under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 (hereinafter the Securities Act), or with any regulatory
authority on securities of any state or other jurisdiction on the territory of the United States.
CRYPTICS Tokens shall not and cannot be o↵ered to, purchased by or sold to, on the account
or the benefit of, any green card holder of the United States or any US citizen or permanent
resident of the United States (tax or otherwise), or to an individual having a primary residence
or domicile in the United States (tax or otherwise), including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Is-
lands or any other territory or possession of the United States. CRYPTICS Tokens shall not and
cannot be o↵ered to, purchased by or sold to, on the account or the benefit of, a citizen or per-
manent resident of the People’s Republic of China (tax or otherwise), or to an individual having
a primary residence or domicile in the People’s Republic of China (tax or otherwise). CRYP-

TICS Tokens can be sold only to pre-purchase services on the CRYPTICS platform to citizens or
permanent residents of Canada (tax or otherwise), or to anyone having a primary residence or
domicile in Canada.

It is the sole responsibility of the reader and potential participant or contributor to ensure that
participation in the Token Sale is not prohibited under the applicable laws of said participant’s
or contributor’s country of residence or domicile.
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